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Introduction  

Genetic algorithm proposed by Professor John Holland in 

1962. Now genetic algorithm has a great advantage in practical 

science. But its global search weaken the local search [1].The 

trust region method have pertinence and rapid convergence, 

even better local search, but weak search on the optimal 

solutions of multi-peak function problems[2]. So there are a 

number of researcher try to combine two methods above for 

prefect results. Shounan Z. proposed a genetic trust region 

method for answering multi-peak function problems [5] in 2001. 

Zhang presented a trust region genetic algorithm, which avoids 

the shortcoming of trust region method to solute secondary 

optimal problems [6]. In 2008, a global optimal hybrid 

algorithm for multi-peak value problems raised by Zhang in [8], 

which combines genetic algorithm with regional algorithm to 

deal with the shortcoming of regional algorithm in answering 

multi-peak optimal problems. Those algorithms above offer a 

good idea to answer multi-peak optimal problems, however, 

they don’t improve the weakness obviously on itself 

performance. So we give genetic algorithm based on the trust 

region with memory in this paper, which mixes the trust region 

with memory into genetic algorithm according to the specialty 

of genetic algorithm for solving slow speed of genetic algorithm 

in the late search time. The examples show that the algorithm in 

this paper has better efficiency on complex multi-peak optimal 

problems. 

Trust Region Method  

For trust region method，we define 
)(kq  as follows  
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where )( )()( kk xfg  is the gradient 

of )( )(kxf at the point 
)(kx , )( )(2)( kk xfG  . d is search 

direction at the point 
)(kx , which demands HESSE matrix of 

objective  

function )( )(kxf  is positive  and immobile. At the neighboring 

region of the point 
)(kx , the problem(1) has already changed 

into secondary function minimum problem(2) in the condition of 

restriction d  and 0)(  k
. 
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)(k is trust region radius, The ratio between these two 

reductions is  
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when )()0( )()()()( kkkk dqqpred   is called the 

actual reduction of the objection function ; 

)()( )()()()( kkkk dxfxfAred  is the predictive 

reduction. 

Trust Region Method with Memory (MTR) 

We change the problem (1) into the form of Inner product 

as follow for bringing in trust region memory model 
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Sign current point model as 
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model as follows 
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where )1,0[)( k is a parameter. In this paper, we 

choose },min{ )()( kk   , )1,0( , 
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Consider the trust region problem with memory model 
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kd  is the solution of problem (4),which shows the decline 

direction of )()( xQ k

M  and might not be the decline direction 

of )(xf .  

We pick secondary penalty function as value function 

( 0  is penalty parameter) to test that whether the solution 

kd of problem (3) is accepted. 
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Penalty function can reduce the amount of infeasible 

solutions in iteration process only. So we consider the steepest 

descent direction as initial search direction in this paper, and 

then update infeasible solutions with conjugate gradient 

direction till
)(kx . 

 Define initial search direction (the steepest descent 

direction) as )( )( jk

jk xfd 

  , we obtain 
)( jkx 
in step 

length ; conjugate gradient 

direction kjk dd ,,1  , )( )1(

1



  jk

jk xfd , )( )(k

k xfd  , then 

obtain 
jk

jkjk dxx 

  )()1(  in step length  . 

Then give the steps of trust region method: 

Step 1 Give 10 21   ,
21 10    initial point 

nRx )0(
, initial trust region radius 

)0(  and its up-

boundary , ),0()0(  ， 0 , set : 0k  . 

Step 2 If )(kg ,stop. Else, go step3. 

Step 3 Consider 
)(kd within

)(kx . If 0)( kd , stop; else，go 

step 4; 

Step 4 Calculate )( )()( jkjk dxf   and
)(

)(
)(

Pr k

k
k
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Ared
 . 

 If 1

)(  k
, select the most speed decline direction 

)( jkd   to keep search in step , 
)()()1( jkjkjk dxx    . Else, 

order )()1( jkjk xx   . Then replace the direction with conjugate 

direction
)()1( ,, kjk dd 
 to update )()()( )( jkjkk dxxf    in 

),( )0(  continuously till )( )()( kk dxf  . 

Step 5. Adjust trust region radius: If 1

)( kr , set 

)(

1
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2
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2
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Step 6. Update
)1( kG with BFGS formula

[7]
, 1 kk ，return 

step2. 

 

Trust Region Genetic Algorithm with Memory (MTR-GA) 

1). Real encode have high precision, easily coalescing other 

optimal algorithm. In this paper,  1 2, ,...,
T

nX x x x , 

chromosomes are 1 2... nx x x . 

2). Fitness function: define ( ) ( )F X f X  . 

3) Select operation: keep excellent individuals in sir generations, 

for the individuals with secondary higher, the select probability 

is 

1

( ) 1

( ) 1
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. 

4) Arithmetic crossover operation: (1 )x x y     , 

(1 )y x y     . 

5)  Weak-distributed mutation: start Weak-distributed mutation 

on each same-position gene in mutation probability mP  

for 1 2... nx x x . 

Maxgen

genMaxgen
Pm

)(9.0 
  

6)Termination condition: maximum generation termination. 

Give genetic algorithm based on trust region with memory 

(MTR-GA) as follows 

Step 1 Initialize parameter of algorithm: population scale M , 

maximum generation number Maxgen , select probability SP , 

crossover probability CP , mutation probability mP , set current 

generation 0gen . 

Step 2 Constitute initial populations by 1 2... nx x x randomly. 

Step 3 If Maxgengen  , stop and output current optimal 

solutions. Else, go step 4. 

Step 4 Calculate individuals’ fitness values and select the 

reserved sir generation individuals. 

Step 5 “Memory” those sir generation individuals which have 

secondary high fitness value with memory model (6) and start 

trust region method on basic of selecting a point near to 

“memory point” as initial point of iteration. 

Step 6 start genetic operations with the reserved sir generation 

and 
)(kx  from step5.   

Step 7 If Maxgengen  , 1:  gengen , turn to step 4. 

Else, then stop algorithm and output current solutions.  

Numerical Emulation 

We take classic multi-peak function to test algorithm’s 

availability. 

Function 1: 
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Fig.1 The three-dimension figure of function 1
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Function 2: 
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Fig.2 The three-dimension figure of function 2 

Function 3: ]0.1))(50[sin()(),( 1.02225.022

3  yxyxyxf , 
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Fig.3 The three-dimension figure of function 3 

Set parameters as follows to compare trust region 

method with MTR: 1 0.5  , 
2 2  , 

1 0.25  , 75.12  , 

0)0(  ,
0 0.1  , 10 , 

610  . 

We know that the number of finding optimization solutions 

with MTR algorithm is more than it with trust region from table 

1 in the condition of the same initial points, which shows MTR 

algorithm effective. 

Give the results of functions above with MTR-GA in C 

program (Table 2). Set MTR parameters as follows:  

0)0(  , 01.01  , 2 2  ,
1 0.25  , 

75.12  , 5.0)0(  ,
0 0.1  , 10 , 610  .  

The parameters of GA and the results of MTR-GA are given 

as follows: population scale: 100M , maximum generation: 

100Maxgen ;select probability: 0.1sP ,crossover  

probability: 99.0cP . 

Two algorithms all have high efficiency and good results 

from table 2. However, MTR-GA algorithm takes less time than 

the algorithm in [8] in achieving the optimal solutions.  

Convergences 

The Convergence of genetic algorithm usually depends on 

iteration population created by algorithm converges to a steady 

state, that is to say, the max fitness value or the average fitness 

value of algorithm tends to problem’s optimization. The trust 

region method with memory was proved in [7] and the 

convergence of genetic algorithm was proved in [6]. 

Conclusions 

We find the trust region with memory had higher search 

ability than trust region comparing results because of high 

efficiency and well-precision of trust region method with 

memory. There is some effect to wipe off infeasible solutions 

with MTR algorithm. The coalescence of two algorithms 

improves search efficiency in late time and has superiority on 

solving multi-peak optimal problems. 
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Table1 Comparing results with two trust region algorithms 
Method Initial 

Point 

The Numbers of Finding 

Optimization Solutions 

Trust Region 

Method 

(0,0) 16 

MTR 29 

Trust Region 
Method 

(1,1) 14 

MTR 27 
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Table 2 Comparing the results and efficiency of two algorithms 
Function Method Variable x  Variable y  Global solution Numbers of achievement Time (s) 

1f  
IN [8] 0369474.4 e  0397995.2 e  99914807.0  

55 0.375 

MTR-GA 0430722.6  e  0318882.1  e  99992276.0  
56 0.328125 

2f  
IN [8] 0932705.0  708274.0  03141132.1  

48 0.500 

MTR-GA 0874167.0  713773.0  03159258.1  
54 0.375 

3f  
IN [8] 0404673.1  e  0411421.2  e  01536355.0  

100 0.703125 

MTR-GA 1163890.2  e  1171689.4 e  00000870.0  
100 0.671875 

 

 

 


